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Abstract
This paper presents a generic architecture for an agent capable of designing and creating new agents. The design agent is based on an existing generic agent model, and includes a model for design, in which strategic reasoning and dynamic management of requirements are explicitly modelled. The model includes an explicit formal representation of (1) requirements that can be formulated for agents and multi-agent systems, and (2) design object descriptions of a (part of a) multi-agent system.

1. Introduction
Agents that are able to dynamically design and create new agents, or to dynamically modify existing agents can be very useful. For example, Internet agents that are capable of dynamically creating new agents to retrieve specific information, or agents that are capable of creating new interface agents tuned to specific users, are agents of this type. To design an agent capable of (re)designing and creating agents, the following aspects must be addressed:
- an agent model as a basis for the design agent,
- a model of the design task used by the design agent,
- explicit representation (within the design agent) of requirements on agents to be (re)designed and knowledge to derive refinements of these requirements,
- explicit representation (within the design agent) of agent design object descriptions, and knowledge to derive properties of design object descriptions,
- a model and implementation of the execution of the creation action that actually creates (while the multi-agent system is running) the new or modified agent on the basis of the design.

A generic architecture for a design agent capable of designing and creating new agents, has been modelled, specified and implemented using the compositional development method for multi-agent systems DESIRE, cf. [1]. After a new agent has been designed by the design agent, this design is effectuated by execution of a creation action initiated by the design agent in the external world. After this creation action the multi-agent system functions with the additional agent.

The redesign process is illustrated in Figure 1. The left box contains the multi-agent system (consisting of the two agents Personal Assistant and Client, and External World) before modification, the right box depicts the multi-agent system after modification (with an additional agent D). The Personal Assistant (PA) is the design agent. It first reasons to obtain a plan for the desired modification (the larger grey box within the left box depicts the reasoning process), and executes this plan in interaction with the External World.

2. A generic model of a design agent
The generic model of a design agent proposed in this paper is a refinement of a generic agent model and includes a refinement of a generic model of design.

The generic agent model (cf. [2]), distinguishes a number of generic agent tasks, in addition to specific tasks for which an agent is designed (for example, information retrieval). Instead of designing each and every new agent individually from scratch, this generic agent model can be used to structure the design process: the acquisition of a specific agent model is based on the generic structures in the model.

The generic model of design (cf. [4]) distinguishes reasoning about requirements and their qualifications, reasoning about design object descriptions, and reasoning about the design process. An initial design problem statement is expressed as a set of initial requirements and requirement qualifications. Requirements impose conditions and restrictions on the structure, functionality, and behaviour of the design object for which a structural description is to be generated during design.

3. Representation of requirements and design object descriptions
For the (re)design of a multi-agent system, requirements are formulated in terms of abilities and properties. Abilities and properties can apply to individual agents, the external world, an individual agent in relation to the agents and the world with which it interacts, the world in relation to the agents with which it interacts, or a multi-agent system as a whole. Abilities of agents such as cooperation, bi-directional communication, and world interaction are often needed for agents to jointly be able to perform a certain task. In addition to knowledge of abilities and properties, a design agent needs knowledge of refinements of abilities. This knowledge is formally represented within the design agent; cf. [3].
The implication of designing (parts of) a multi-agent system, is that the multi-agent system itself is the object of design. In this paper the design object description is a compositional object description, formally represented within the design agent. This compositional structure guides the re-design process.

4. Creation of a designed agent

After the design process within the design agent has been completed, the agent decides to effectuate the modifications. As discussed in [6], effectuation of the modification of the design can be modelled by changing the material representation of the multi-agent system within the external world. To change the number of agents and their characteristics, the external world has to adapt the executable specification of that system while the system is running. This implies that the parts of the system that are affected by the modifications need to be interrupted, their information states stored, after which the executable specification of those parts need to be modified, and the modified system need to be reactivated with the correct information states.

5. Discussion

Most of the research in the area of dynamic agent creation is based on a genetic programming approach; e.g., [5], [8]. The approach taken in this paper is that to create new agents, an existing agent must be capable of designing a new agent on the basis of a model for design and then be capable of bringing this agent to life. The integration of re-design on a conceptual and logical level and run-time modification of the system at the implementation level is an important distinguishing aspect of the approach presented in this paper. This is in contrast to, on the one hand, conceptual and logical approaches for which no direct connection to executable code exists, and, on the other hand, to approaches that address agent creation at an implementation level.
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